Nonlinear optical techniques (second-harmonic and sum-frequency generation) have been used to study the structure of organic molecules that are confined and compressed between a lens and a flat surface. The molecules studied include self-assembled monolayers of n-octadecyltriethoxysilane and Langmuir-Blodgett films of stearic acid, octadecylalcohol, octadecylamine, and a liquid-crystal molecule 4'-n-octyl-4-cyanobiphenyl (8CB). The contact area created by elastic deformation of the flat surface and lens under pressure was large enough to contain the entire laser beam (& 100 pm radius at = 10 MPa for R =15 cm). Under these conditions, the sum-frequency generation (from CH3 and OH stretch modes) and second-harmonic generation (8CB) signals were found to decrease by a factor between 100 and 1000 times the original signal. This indicates vanishing of the second-order monolayer susceptibility due to disorder of the head groups and/or flattening of the molecular axis so that they lie parallel to the surface. The phenomenon was reversible and the nonlinear signals recovered completely upon removal of the pressure.
It has recently been demonstrated that secondharmonic generation (SHCi) and sum-frequency generation (SFG) are ideal tools to study buried interfaces. ' '' These techniques can be readily adopted to study molecular films under static pressure to provide molecular orientation or conformation information. In this paper, we report results obtained using these nonlinear optical techniques to study orientation, conformation, and molecular vibrations of a variety of Langmuir-Blodgett and SAM films under applied pressure. The results indicate that the end groups of the previously oriented molecules lose their polar ordering under pressure, but recover the polar orientation as soon as the pressure is released.
We complete this introduction with a brief review of some of the theoretical aspects of compression of surfaces in the elastic regime and of the basic principles of nonlinear optics as applied to the present study.
A. Elastic contact between surfaces
The elastic deformation and stress distribution in the contact area between a Bat and a sphere can be described by the standard Hertzian theory. ' The contact radius a can be determined from the following expression: The pressure is only dependent on the -, ' power of the force. In order to vary the pressure by a factor of 10, for example, the force has to be changed by a factor of 1000.
A more efficient way of varying P is by changing the ra- 
for mixed polarization input (45 between s and p) and s polarization output; and o, "I '"available, the measured g, ' ' can be directly related to the molecular orientation.
In the case of sumfrequency generation (infrared + visible), the nonlinear polarizability near vibrational resonances can be written as the sum of a resonant and nonresonant part: The typical laser power used was -50 mJ/pulse with a pulse duration of 10 ns.
The experimental setup for SFG has been described elsewhere. ' BrieAy, the laser system produced a 0.5-mJ visible pulse at 532 nm (diameter =500 pm) and 0.2-mJ tunable infrared pulses (diameter = 300 pm) from 2700 to 3900 cm '. The bandwidth of the infrared beam varied from about 8 cm ' to about 45 cm ' at 3700 cm '. The infrared and visible beams were incident at an angle around 47 from the side of the fused-quartz Aat window and overlapped at the quartz and/or monolayer interface.
All SFG spectra were normalized to the SFG from a quartz crystal to offset the laser Auctuation and change of overlap due to the tuning of the infrared laser. Absorption of IR light (-10%) due to the fused-quartz window was also normalized out. The polarization for the sumfrequency output, visible input, and infrared input were s, s, and p, respectively.
An optical system was also designed and constructed To determine if the nonlinear optical signal is affected by optical effects resulting from the formation of the contact, we performed an experiment with crystalline quartz pressed between the lens and the Rat surface. In this experiment, the laser beam was incident from the lens side to avoid bulk contribution to SHG from the crystalline quartz. The second-order nonlinear susceptibility of the crystalline quartz should not change under pressure. In the reAection geometry, the SHG signal only came from the very thin layer near the surface due to the short coherence length for this particular geometry. Therefore, it resembled the geometry of the trapped monolayers in the contact area as in both cases, the SFG arose from the contact surface region. Since crystalline quartz has a nonvanishing component y' ', we used an s-in, s-out polarization geometry and aligned s parallel to the crystal x axis. The SHG signal arising from the contact area was found to be -3 times larger than before contact. A theoretical calculation using the formulas shown in Sec. I indicates that changes in the local-field factor alone can explain our observation. A factor of 5 is expected from S~[L~(2')y"' '"L' '(m) 
